
Institutional Investor’s International Traders Forum, founded in 1984, counts more than 90 firms among

its membership, and offers interactive meetings and conferences, along with thought-provoking surveys and

research studies, to trading professionals seeking to advance and thrive in their industry. At core meetings

throughout the year, members experience unparalleled interaction with their network of peers, as well as

industry-leading panelists, through roundtable discussions, plenary sessions, and collaborative workshops.

Because brokers and vendors are not eligible to join TraderForum, members enjoy private, off-the-record

contact with other buyside asset managers ranging from some of the world’s largest fund complexes and

institutional managers, to hedge funds, public funds and investment boutiques.

There are numerous surveys that recognise excellence in the world of execution; but these usually focus on

quantitative performance across a limited voter universe. With over 3,000 buy-side companies voting across

ten surveys globally, Institutional Investor has a market-leading connection to asset management firms

worldwide and is uniquely placed to gather the best quality qualitative feedback on equity trading & execution

performance. In partnership with ITF, II Research has re-launched the Trading & Execution surveys on the

new voting platform alongside Sales, Corporate Access and Research in all of our global equity surveys.

Taking the European survey as an example, which is open until 7th May, Trading is polled at two levels; a

pan-European category that examines attributes across four main voting areas: High Touch Sales-Trading,

Electronic Trading, Portfolio/Program Trading and Delta One/ETF, and at the local broker level. Specific

attributes are included in each voting area and a voter can choose to participate in as many of these as they

wish (see below). At the local broker level, Trading is assessed across Developed Europe, with a Trading &

Execution category within Benelux, France, Italy, Iberia, Germany, Nordics, Switzerland and UK (Large Cap

and SMID). These latter country categories contribute towards the best local broker rankings.

Scoring is conducted on the same basis as for the rest of the survey. Each participant can vote for up for

seven brokers, rating between 5 stars (excellent) to 1 star (average). Multiple votes from the same firm will

be fractionated to give a single rank from each asset management trading desk. Only traders or Hedge fund

portfolio managers can vote in the trading categories (by default), but any other investment professional from

an asset manager that has interaction with sell-side trading desks can request to participate (please email

europeresearch@institutionalinvestor.com). Buy-side Heads of Trading may also choose to submit a

centralised vote. Votes will be weighted by firm, with those companies that pay the largest commission to the

sell-side receiving a much higher weighting. Bundled commission includes all secondary business, including

swaps but excludes research cheques and primary.

The Methodology for the Trading & Execution Survey is here. Results will be published in September 2021.
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